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DIAdIC Internal Newsletter, issue #3: DIAdIC consortium updates

Dear DIAdIC partners, 

This internal newsletter is just in time to wish you all a merry Christmas break and
a happy end of the year. Also, we hope with you that 2021 will make it possible to
meet each other again in person and, more fundamentally, to be able to conduct
the DIAdIC study without any substantial barriers.  
  
We want to thank everyone for all the hard work you have done in 2020 for the
DIAdIC project and look forward to continuing working with you in 2021! 

State of affairs of the DIAdIC trial:

Team Belgium is happy to let you know that the trial monitoring documents
are finalized. The initiation meetings in the first center in Belgium (UZ Gent)
already took place and the one in the second center (AZ Maria Middelares) is
taking place on January 4, 2021.
Team UCD Ireland has got a full approval from the ethics committee at their
main site, St Vincents Hospital, for the RCT. Congrats on this big step!
As an important note, following the discussion during consortium meeting it
has been decided that we will work with the independent trial monitors
within the partner’s own country (and will not monitor each other’s
activities as was originally stated in the project proposal). An institution can
also internally monitor the trial, as long as the monitors are not related to
the DIAdIC study.
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Update on the training for the FOCUS+ intervention nurses (a message from
Team QUB):

 The DIAdIC training program is now available.  The Queen’s University Team has
worked in partnership with Professor Laurel Northouse and her colleagues in
Michigan to transform the content of our original training event, into an online
format which will meet the cross-national needs of all consortium members.  The
challenge of providing online training during a pandemic is not something we
could have imagined this time last year, but it has provided us with an opportunity
to create training in a format which can be used by a wide-range of people on
multiple occasions. 
The training will be delivered using Canvas, a well-established and easy to use
Virtual Learning Environment.   The nurses will be asked to complete ten online
modules:

An orientation to training
Background to DIAdIC
Communication with Patients and Caregivers
An introduction to delivering FOCUS+
Family involvement and Communication
Outlook and Coping
Uncertainty reduction and Symptom Management
FOCUS+ delivering the final sessions
Implementing fidelity checks
Examples of FOCUS in use and testimonials from patients

Over a series of presentations, videos, hand-outs and case study exercises, the
DIAdIC nurses will learn how they should deliver the intervention, how to use the
FOCUS+ protocol, how to use the guidebook for patients and carers and, how to
maintain intervention fidelity.   In the New Year, we plan to have regular contact
with the study nurses to help support them and address any concerns they may
have as they begin to deliver the intervention in their own country. 

The nurses from Belgium have completed the training course and we have shared
the online training with other interested parties to obtain feedback and refine the
modules.  We are asking all participants to complete a short questionnaire based
on a Technology Acceptance Model and, so far, the feedback we have received has
been very positive.  We are looking forward to 2021 when we can begin to make
real progress with the study.   In the meantime, if you would like access to the
training just email David Scott (david.scott@qub.ac.uk) and he will add you to the
list of participants in Canvas.  

🎄Happy Christmas from everyone at QUB🎄

WP8 Background report (Team EMC)
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As mentioned during the consortium meeting, the WP8 Background Report
providing a description about family caregiving in our 6 countries, has been
submitted to the EU recently. Team Rotterdam would like to thank all DIAdIC
partners, who have contributed to it. You may find it on DIAdIC OneDrive here.

Extending the duration of the project

As decided during the consortium meeting, the VUB as the coordinator will extend
the project for additional 6 months through the EU portal in January 2021. 
  
The implications of the extension might differ from partner to partner, and if in
your case they might be substantial, we would suggest that you organize an
internal review of your budget and person months planning; estimate your use of
resources and spending up until June 30, 2024 (instead of Dec31, 2023 as
originally planned). If needed, the coordination team can plan a bilateral meeting
with you later in February 2021.

Recommendations of team Belgium on the tablets for the datacollection

As discussed during the consortium meeting, we recommend the purchase of two
tablets per datacollector, which will be used mainly for administering
questionnaires. For example, in Belgium we have two datacollectors, which means
we provide four tablets. 
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Since patient-caregiver dyads are most likely recruited at the same moment,
having two tablets present ensures that each participant can start the
questionnaire without a delay of waiting for the other. 
  
Considering the specifications and requirements of the tablets, we have a few
must-haves, and some nice-to-haves. 
  
Must have’s

Wi-Fi AND mobile data usage (SIM card with 4G/5G…)
Battery duration: long enough to include transportation to dyad and
administering questionnaire (3h-6h+)
Internal storage: 32GB or higher
RAM (Random Access Memory): 3GB
Camera and microphone

Nice to have’s

a warranty (e.g. 2y)
a protection such as a flip-case

With these specifications we compared some models and based on our findings
we recommend these:

Lenovo tab M10 64GB WI-FI + 4G
Lenovo tab P10 64GB WI-FI + 4G

The price for these tablets range from +- 200-300 euro’s, but this may be
dependent on location and time of purchase. 
Be sure to check if your institute has a framework contract with suppliers as this
might allow you to make a better purchase. 
  
Feel free to deviate from these recommended models, if you feel that a different
model/version with the same specifications can be bought. Should you have
further questions, please feel free to contact Vincent:
Vincent.VanGoethem@UGent.be 
  
N/B  Please note that the Belgian datacollectors (Kim and Aurelie) are working on
the protocol for the people, who perform data collection, on how to secure
themselves and the dyads during the trial (i.e. corona wise, on-sight safety
recommendations for the datacollectors etc.). We will circulate it around the
consortium in January.

Introducing the intervention nurses for FOCUS+ in Ireland
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In this issue we are happy to introduce the three FOCUS+ intervention nurses
working with the Team UCD.

Aoife McCann
My name is Aoife, I grew up on a
family  farm in the West of Ireland. I
studied Adult Nursing in Cambridge.
Since qualifying  I have been working
within both inpatient and outpatient
settings both in Cambridge and
Dublin. After 6 years in Cambridge I
moved to Dublin in April to work in an
oncology and haematology  day ward
where I run outpatient clinics,
administer chemotherapy/
immunotherapy and assist in
apheresis procedures. I am very
grateful  for this opportunity  to work
with patients in a different way and to
learn new skills within this trial. I
enjoy all things outdoors,
especially hiking and sea swims which
I have thoroughly  enjoyed since
moving to Dublin. I am currently
undertaking a Post-Graduate
Certificate in Teenage and Young
Adult with Coventry University. I am
looking forward to getting to work
with this team in the near future. 
 

Snehal Prabhukeluskar
Snehal Prabhukeluskar is a registered
nurse, with clinical experience in
medical oncology settings. Snehal
holds a research MSc in nursing and
Postgraduate diploma in cancer care.
Snehal currently is pursuing a
graduate certificate in health
professional’s education. Snehal is
mother of two beautiful kids. She likes
to read and run whenever time
permits. 
 

 
Nuala Hannon

Nuala trained as a general nurse in
Dublin 1990-1993 and completed her
Post-Graduate Diploma in Oncology
also in Dublin 2005. After years of
Oncology experience, she took up a
management role in 2016 and strives
to deliver the highest standards of
nursing care at all times. She is
committed to delivering excellent
service to cancer patients and their
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families and is very much looking
forward to participating in the DIAdIC
trial. She believes that every day is
precious and likes to help people be
the best they can be.

Overview of the upcoming deliverables for the next 6 months:

Manuscript WP2 (EMC) – request for a 6-months extension submitted early
December – 30.06.2021 
 
First Study Subject Approvals Package including IC templates and info sheets
(VUB) – 31.12.2020 
 
1-day refresher course for the intervention nurses (QUB) - As the
Community of Practice project will replace the One-day refresher course, the
plan/presentation/report on the Community of practice can be submitted as
this deliverable (in April 2021?) 
 
Midterm recruitment report WP6 (VUB): – request for a 6-months extension
submitted – 30.06.2021

Dissemination

 We would like to kindly remind you about the information requested by the
DIAdIC dissemination team in their last email and will appreciate if you find time
to read and submit it in the near future.

 ‘Did you know that …’:

In this new section of our internal newsletter we thought it would be nice to share
something personal about DIAdIC consortium members. In the end we are not
only researchers, but people with interesting stories to tell! 
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This time we wanted to start with the Project Coordinator, Joachim Cohen. Did you
know that he plays music in a post-punk band called “de Brassers”, well known in
Belgium and having performed on major scenes and festivals in and outside the
country?  They have released a new live album + a really cool video clip - check it
out and find DIAdIC project coordinator on it.

Rounding up this newsletter and the year 2020, we would like to wish you once
again a Happier 2021 and thank you for all your hard work on the project!  
Merry Christmas and a Very Happy New Year to you and your close ones! 
 
Best wishes, 
DIAdIC Coordination Team
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Our mailing address is: 
Yuliana.Gatsolaeva@vub.be 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 825722. 

Copyright © DIAdIC. 
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